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Abstract
Knowledge is one of the most critical resources that an organisation can possess. However,
knowledge only constitutes an asset when it is shared and utilised effectively by firms. This
capstone project shows how web applications, such as the R Shiny App, can assist the Human
Resource (HR) function apply knowledge and insights from data mining to guide HR
initiatives/programmes that can potentially mitigate attrition. Six supervised machine learning
(ML) algorithms were applied to the IBM HR dataset to identify the determinants of, and predict,
voluntary employee attrition, using R Shiny.

Internal work-related factors such as working overtime, business travel and delayed promotional
opportunities were identified as negative determinants of employee attrition. In contrast,
behavioural dimensions of Human Capital (HC) were found to be positive determinants of
employee attrition. The results showed that the best performing algorithm based on balanced
accuracy score was Logistic Regression (AUC = 0.7573). However, Naïve Bayes performed
best on the sensitivity metric (Sensitivity = 0.86) while the Decision Tree model achieved the
highest specificity score (Specificity = 0.8607). These findings strongly suggested that the choice
of ML model for predicting voluntary employee attrition should be guided by a firm’s HR
retention strategy (if one such exists) and cost-benefit implications.

Keywords: R Shiny; machine learning (ML); employee attrition; determinants; prediction
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Firms must learn to manage knowledge flow effectively throughout their organisations to
enhance firm competitiveness. In that regard, web applications such as R Shiny App have an
important role to play in promoting knowledge sharing through making data analytics more
accessible to support functions. For illustrative purposes, this report documents the development
of an R Shiny App that can be used by the HR function to predict voluntary employee attrition in
organisations. A video of this author’s presentation, including a demonstration of the Shiny app,
can be viewed here.

This capstone project is based on the quantitative analysis of the IBM HR dataset. This report is
divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature pertaining to the importance of
Knowledge Management (KM) and Human Capital (HC) to the study of voluntary employee
attrition. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the process of data wrangling/analysis, as well as detailing
the software, code and tools used to develop the aforementioned app. Chapter 5 presents the
testing and results of the R Shiny App. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the main conclusions arising
from the study and offers suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 2: Background/Literature Review
2.1 The Importance of Knowledge Management in Organisations
Knowledge management (KM) is the management function that coordinates the flow of
information so that it can be used effectively by organisations (Omotayo, 2015; Jeon et al.,
2011). Whilst knowledge is one of the most critical resources that an organisation can possess; it
only constitutes an asset when it is managed and used effectively (Omotayo, 2015; Lee, 2009;
Wiig, 1997). Organisations that learn to manage knowledge effectively can gain a potential
source of competitive advantage, which can enhance organisational competitiveness and
performance (Omotayo, 2015; Jeon et al., 2011; Chua, 2009).

Knowledge management (KM) has long been considered to fall within the domain of
information technology (IT) whereby data warehousing and data mining facilitate retrieval of
information to drive strategic business thinking (Szalma et al., 2010; Lee, 2009). However,
technological developments in IT and MIS in and of themselves cannot be expected to drive KM
in organisations; it is the actual utilisation of such knowledge throughout an organisation that is
key to enhanced organisational performance. In that regard, web applications such as the R Shiny
App constitute an IT derived KM solution that can facilitate access to data analytics by non-IT
functions (Aguinis et al., 2020). For the purpose of this capstone project, this author will show
how the R Shiny App can utilised by the HR function taking the modelling and prediction of
voluntary employee attrition as a case example.

2.2 A Human Capital Dimension to Knowledge Management
The retention of high performing employees is considered an essential element of KM strategy
and implementation since they possess significant knowledge and relational capital (Omotayo,
2015; Kumar, 2012; Hitt et al., 2006). Voluntary employee attrition can have serious and
immediate consequences for firms in terms of project delays, loss of vital knowledge and
relational capital, and associated increased recruitment and training costs (Kumar and Yakhlef,
2016; Raja and Kumar, 2016; Omotayo, 2015; Lewin, 2009). In the long-term, voluntary
employee attrition can lead to increasingly demoralised and demotivated staff that can perpetuate
8

the attrition cycle (Gawali, 2009). Not surprisingly, the study of voluntary employee attrition,
and its determinants, continues to receive attention in academic literature (Alao and Adeyemo,
2013).

2.3 Determinants of Voluntary Employee Attrition
A key dimension of HC theory, namely employee behaviour and attitudes, is strongly associated
with employee attrition in firms. Numerous studies have shown high levels of job involvement
and job satisfaction to be positively associated with affective commitment, which is believed to
reduce the likelihood of employee attrition (Saranya and Sharmila-Devi, 2018; Leelavati and
Chalam, 2017; Owence et al., 2014; Bakotić, 2016; Širca et al., 2013; Teh and Sun, 2011).

Two further dimensions of HC theory, namely employee knowledge, and experience, are also
prevalent in attrition-related literature. For example, work-life balance has been shown to
moderate the relationship between workplace stress and attrition with employees engaged in
overtime more likely to attrite (Saranya and Sharmila-Devi, 2018; Hyman and Summers, 2004).
Similarly, supervisors that lack people management skills, fail to support employees or recognise
accomplishments, are also believed to increase the likelihood of employee attrition (Hoffman
and Tadelis, 2020; Lambert et al., 2001). Conversely, opportunities for employee training,
having a defined career development path, and adequate remuneration have all been shown to be
inversely related to employee attrition (Leelavati and Chalam, 2017; Wang et al., 2001).

This capstone project investigated many of the aforementioned determinants, which were
captured in the IBM HR dataset, and applied six supervised ML algorithms, to identify the
determinants, and predict, voluntary employee attrition.
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Chapter 3: Requirements Specification and Design
Chapter 3 details the methodological and analysis techniques underpinning the development of
the R Shiny App. The core research objectives that guided this capstone project were:


To identify the antecedents to voluntary employee attrition by means of a review of relevant
literature and subsequent analysis of the IBM HR dataset;



To evaluate supervised ML algorithms and then identify the optimal model(s) for predicting
voluntary employee attrition;



To develop an R Shiny App for predicting voluntary employee attrition.

3.1 Data Collection: IBM HR Dataset
The IBM HR dataset contained socio-demographic and human capital/employment-related data
on 1,470 employees across 35 variables of which 24 were numeric and 9 were either binomial or
polynomial data types. An electronic copy of the raw dataset from Kaggle can be found here.

3.2 Data Pre-processing & Preparation
RStudio Cloud was the software chosen to develop the R Shiny App. The data pre-processing
and preparation steps are discussed in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.8.
3.2.1 Check Variable Names & Values

The summary function showed the numeric values fell within expected value ranges. It also
helped identify those continuous variables that exhibited no variance, and were subsequently
removed. The categorical variables contained no undefined or wrongly named variable labels.
3.2.2 Check Data Structure Types

The str function evaluated the structure of dataframe and the following changes were then made:


The revalue function was used to recode the factor levels of selected categorical variables;
10



The as.factor function changed the variable “Education” from integer to factor data type;



The as.numeric function changed continuous variables from integer to numeric data type.

3.2.3 Check for Correlated and Redundant Variables

The cor/findCorrelation functions identified four continuous variables, with correlation
coefficients greater than 0.7, for removal from the dataframe, namely “PercentSalaryHike”,
“Total Working Years”, “YearsInCurrentRole” and “YearsAtCompany”.
3.2.4 Additional Variable Exclusion

A number of additional variables were excluded from the dataframe for the following reasons:


The continuous variables “DailyRate” and “HourlyRate” were ‘too granular’ for retention;



The variables “JobRole”, “JobLevel” and “StockOptionLevel” were not defined in the
‘codebook’ accompanying the dataset;



The variables “Over18”, “EmployeeCount” and “StandardHours” exhibited no variance.

This reduced the number of variables from thirty-five to twenty-two variables (See Appendix A).
This dataframe called “HR_data” was subsequently used for all exploratory descriptive analysis.
3.2.5 Check for Missing Values

The colSums and is.na functions checked for missing values in the “HR_data” dataframe, of
which there were none.
3.2.6 Dummy Encoding

A separate dataframe called “HR_trandata” was created, which required three additional data
transformation types for the purpose of classification modelling/prediction. First, the dummyVars
function created dummy variables for each polynomial variable (See Appendix B).
11

3.2.7 Capping & Flooring Continuous Variables

Second, the minimum and/or maximum values of selected continuous variables were floored (1st
Quartile – 1.5*IQR) and/or capped (3rd Quartile + 1.5*IQR) to exclude outliers based on an
evaluation of boxplots. Those variables selected were: “Monthly Income”, “Number of
Companies Worked”, “Training Times Last Year”, “Years since Last Promotion” and “Years
with Current Manager”.
3.2.8 Data Transformation

The predictive power of some supervised ML algorithms can be adversely affected by variables
with much larger ranges than others (Lantz, 2015). The third data transformation was to use the
scale function to scale (and centre) continuous variables to a standard range of values.

3.3 Exploratory Descriptive Analysis
The following functions were used to generate summary statistics: mean, median, quantile,
skewness, kurtosis, min, max, diff(range), IQR, var and sd. The wilcox.test function was used to
perform the Mann Whitney U-Test. The following functions were used to visualise the
descriptive analysis on continuous variables:


The hist function was used to generate histograms (See Figure 3.1);



The qqnorm and qqline functions were used to generate normal QQ plots;



The qplot function was used to generate boxplots for outlier detection.

The following functions were used to visualise the descriptive analysis on categorical variables:


The CrossTable function produced contingency tables;



The barplot function was used to generate bar charts.
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Figure 3. 1 Example of Descriptive Analysis Output
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3.4 Classification Model Validation
The holdout method was applied to the rescaled dataframe, which partitioned that dataframe into
train and test sets. The proportion of observations used for training was set at eighty per cent for
the R Shiny App’s auto-model functionality while the reactive widget allowed users to vary the
split ratio when fine tuning the ML model(s) (See Section 4.3 in Chapter 4).

3.5 Correcting Class Imbalance
A class imbalance was found to exist on the predicted “Attrition” variable where employees that
attrite accounted for only sixteen per cent of the dataset. The class imbalance was addressed
using the Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE), which was applied to training data
(only). The SMOTE technique was used to oversample the minority class while simultaneously
under-sampling the majority class (Torgo, 2011; Chawla et al., 2002). This yielded 374
observations in each class.

3.6 Classification Modelling
The following supervised ML classification algorithms were chosen for inclusion in the R Shiny
App:


Logistic Regression as a special case of the generalised linear model where the predictor
variable is binomial (Hodeghatta and Nayak, 2016);



Linear Discriminant Analysis, which uses linear discriminants to maximise separation
between classes (Gareth et al., 2013);



Naïve Bayes, which is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes Theorem (Torgo, 2010);



Support Vector Machine (SVM) which uses support vectors to identify the hyperplane (i.e.
the boundary between class observations) that maximises the margin between binomial
classes (Williams, 2011);
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K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) which relies on distance to assigns observations to the class
most common amongst its K-nearest neighbours (Gareth et al., 2013);



Decision Tree, which uses a tree structure to model the relationships among the predictors
and the predicted outcome (Lantz, 2015).

3.7 Classification Model Performance
The predict and confusionMatrix functions generated a confusion matix, and associated
performance metrics, for each model. In addition, the ACC, TPR and TNR functions separately
computed accuracy, sensitivity and specificity scores respectively for each model. The
performance and prediction functions were also used to produce the “area under the curve”
(AUC) value and ROC curve for each model.

3.8 Predicting Voluntary Employee Attrition
The prediction of voluntary employee attrition was performed on the testset data sample using
the predict function. A for-loop was used to generate a list of all employees predicted to attrite.
The filter function was then used to filter that list by department.
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Chapter 4: Implementation
Chapter 4 details the functional and non-functional requirements, and testing, of the R Shiny App.

4.1 Functional Requirements
The R Shiny App has five main functional requirements. It allows users to:


Interactively select categorical and/or continuous types and variables, and to choose which
visualisations to display, for exploratory data analysis (See previous Figure 3.1);



Quickly validate supervised ML models. This feature is based on the ‘auto-model’
functionality offered by Rapid Miner (See Figure 4.1);



Select a ML algorithm and interactively fine tune algorithm parameters/hyperparameters for
model optimisation (See Figure 4.2);



Validate the performance of a selected model(s) on key metrics (See Figure 4.3);



Predict the voluntary attrition propensity of employees (See Figure 4.4).

4.2 Non-functional Requirements
The R Shiny App has two main non-functional requirements, and these are:


The performance metrics update in real-time in response to the users’ interactive inputs;



The ML algorithms and subsequent model predictions are derived from pre-processed, builtin datasets (which could be updated by an administrator). This is based on the premise that
the intended users (i.e. HR personnel) would lack both the competencies and requirement to
clean and upload raw datasets. Therefore, end-users would be expected to use, but not create,
the data that form the basis for modeling and predicting attrition.
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Figure 4. 1 Illustration of ‘Auto-model’ Functionality
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Figure 4. 2 Illustration of supervised ML algorithm Functionality
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Figure 4. 3 Illustration of Model Validation Functionality
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Figure 4. 4 Illustration of Predictive Functionality
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4.3 R Shiny App Development
The R Shiny App comprises a global.R file and an app.R file. The global.R file loads the dataset
and libraries, and executes non-reactive functions for the purpose of data pre-processing and
auto-model functionality. The complete R code for the global.R file can be found in Appendix C.
The app.R file comprises the user interface object and the server function, and its complete R
code can be found in Appendix D. The following UI functions add interactivity to the app:


The conditionalPanel function determines which widgets and outputs to display based on
user choices;



The selectInput function create widgets that allow users to choose between different: variable
types; variables; visualisations; ML algorithms; and filter options;



The sliderInput function allows users to modify parameters/hyperparameters;



The checkboxGroupInput function creates a feature selection widget that allows users to fine
tune the ML algorithm(s) by deselecting non-significant predictor variables.

The reactive function on the Server side gives additional interactivity to the App by performing
new calculations each time changes are made to the input widgets by users:


If-else statements (and a for-loop for predicting attrition by department) are used in
conjunction with the reactive function to select appropriate computations based on
user inputs.

4.4 R Shiny App Testing
The R Shiny App was tested concurrent to its development to ensure the reactive functionality
was performing as expected. This involved reviewing outputs for correctness as widget inputs
changed.
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Chapter 5: Testing and Results
This chapter discusses the testing and results for the six ML classification algorithms. A
methodological critique of the capstone project is also included.

5.1 Rapid Evaluation of Algorithm Alternatives
The auto-model functionality showed that Logistic Regression and LDA performed best on
(balanced) accuracy (See Table 5.1). The ROC curve plots suggested that Logistic Regression
outperformed the other algorithms (See Figure 5.1). However, Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree
performed best on sensitivity and specificity measures respectively, which justified additional
model fine tuning.

5.2 Selection of Optimal Classification Algorithm
The

supervised

ML

algorithms

were

fine-tuned

by

tweaking

available

parameters/hyperparameters to determine whether it would be possible to optimise evaluation
metric scores further.
5.2.1 Fine Tuning the Decision Tree Hyperparameters:

Increasing the test statistic threshold to 99 per cent increased the specificity scores for the more
complex Decision Trees (i.e. maximum tree depth = 6) (only) from 0.7254 to 0.8484 (See
Supplementary Table 1 in Appendix E). Conversely, sensitivity scores improved (at the expense
of specificity scores) when the maximum tree depth was reduced from six to three, and
irrespective of the test statistic threshold.
5.2.2 Fine Tuning the SVM Hyperparameters:

Fine-tuning the SVM hyperparameters indicated that a nu-classification machine type with a
sigmoid kernel optimised the sensitivity score while a C-classification machine type with a radial
kernel optimised the specificity score (See Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix E).
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Table 5. 1 Auto-model Comparison of Model Performance Metrics for Six ML Algorithms
Models/Parameters

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
AUC

Logistic Regression

LDA

0.7687
0.74
0.7746
0.7573

0.7415
0.74
0.7418
0.7409

Naïve Bayes

KNN

SVM
C-Classification
Polynomial
Training Dataset = 80% & Test Dataset = 20%
0.6259
0.5986
0.7245
0.86
0.56
0.48
0.5779
0.6066
0.7746
0.7189
0.5833
0.6273

Figure 5. 1 ROC Curves for the Six ML Algorithms
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Decision Tree
Test Statistic Threshold = 95%
Max Tree Depth = 6
0.6905
0.52
0.7254
0.6227

5.2.3 Additional Feature Selection & Model Optimisation

The full Logistic Regression, LDA and Naïve Bayes models outperformed the reduced forms of
those models (i.e. including significant predictor variables only). The AIC value for the full
logistic model (AIC = 741.93) was also lower than the AIC value for the more parsimonious
reduced logistic model (AIC value = 751.39).

Conversely, removing the non-significant predictors generally increased specificity at the
expense of sensitivity for the Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM and KNN algorithms. The
optimal performance metric scores (and associated model parameters) for each ML algorithm are
summarised (and identified in bold and italic) in Table 5.2.
5.2.4 Predicting Attrition

The number of employees predicted to attrite varied between algorithms in line with the reported
variance in sensitivity values, and consequently, expected false positive numbers (See Table 5.3).

5.3 Determinants of Employee Attrition using Logistic Classification
The full Logistic Regression model was chosen as the optimal classification algorithm for the
sole purpose of describing one full set of results in detail (See Figure 5.2).
5.3.1 Negative Determinants of Attrition

The odds of attrition increased by a factor of 7.61 (e2.036) for employees engaged in overtime (β =
2.036, p < 0.001) relative to employees not engaged in overtime. Similarly, the odds of attrition
increased by factors of 6.68 (e1.900) and 3.06 (e1.119) for employees that travelled frequently (β =
1.900, p < 0.001) or rarely (β = 1.119, p < 0.05) respectively, and relative to employees that did
not travel. The odds of attrition increased by factors of 5.50 (e1.705) and 2.46 (e0.899) for single (β
= 1.705, p < 0.001) and married (β = 0.899, p < 0.01) employees respectively, and relative to
separated/divorced employees. The computed standardised coefficients also suggested that one
standardised unit increases in the number of years since last promotion (β = 0.4299, p < 0.01),
distance from home (β = 0.3119, p < 0.01) and number of companies worked (β = 0.2951, p <
0.01) all increased the odds of attrition by factors of 1.53, 1.36 and 1.34 respectively.
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Table 5. 2 Optimised ML Algorithms

Models/Parameters

Logistic Regression
Full Model

Naïve Bayes

Reduced Model

Full Model

Decision Tree

Reduced Model

Full Model

Reduced Model

Training = 80%
Threshold = 99%: Tree Depth = 6
Accuracy

0.7687

0.7381

0.6259

0.6599

0.7857

0.7925

Sensitivity

0.74

0.68

0.86

0.78

0.48

0.46

Specificity

0.7746

0.75

0.5779

0.6352

0.8484

0.8607

AUC

0.7573

0.715

0.7189

0.7076

0.6642

0.6603

Models/Parameters

Support Vector Machine
Full Model

LDA

Reduced Model

Full Model

KNN

Reduced Model

Full Model

Training = 80%

Reduced Model
Training = 90%

C-Classification: Radial Kernel
Accuracy

0.7585

0.7585

0.7415

0.7245

0.5986

0.6327

0.7007

Sensitivity

0.6

0.54

0.74

0.68

0.56

0.619

0.619

Specificity

0.791

0.8033

0.7418

0.7336

0.6066

0.6349

0.7143

AUC

0.6955

0.6716

0.7409

0.7068

0.5833

0.627

0.6667
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Table 5. 3 Numbers of Employees Predicted to Attrite across Optimised ML Algorithms

Naïve Bayes
Model Type
Hyperparameters

LDA
Logistic Regression
Full Model

SVM
C-Classification
Kernel = Radial

Train/Test Split
Sensitivity

0.86

0.74

All Departments
HR Department
RTD Department
Sales Department

146
7
82
57

100
6
55
39

Training = 80%
0.74
92
5
51
36
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Decision Tree
Reduced Model
Threshold = 99%
Tree Depth = 6

KNN

0.6

0.46

Training = 90%
0.619

75
3
38
34

57
4
33
20

49
3
33
13

Figure 5. 2 Summary of Logistic Regression Output

5.3.2 Positive Determinants of Attrition

A one standardised unit increase in age (β = -0.3308, p < 0.01) reduced the odds of attrition by a
factor of 0.718. Behavioural dimensions of human capital were also found to be positive
determinants of employee attrition. Specifically, one standardised unit increases in measures for
“Relationship Satisfaction” (β = -0.2620, p < 0.01), “Job Involvement” (β = -0.4595, p < 0.001)
and “Job Satisfaction” (β = -0.5045, p < 0.001) reduced the odds of attrition by factors of 0.769,
0.631 and 0.603 respectively. One standardised unit increases in the number of years with
current manager (β = -0.4127, p < 0.01), monthly income (β = -0.5018, p < 0.01) and
environment satisfaction (β = -0.6163, p < 0.001) all reduced the odds of attrition by factors of
27

0.661, 0.605 and 0.539 respectively. Finally, the odds of attrition decreased by a factor of 0.23
(e-1.46) for employees from the R&D department (β = -1.4608, p < 0.05) relative to employees
from the HR Department.

5.4 Critique of the Capstone Project
First, it would not be possible to generalise the algorithm(s) to all employees since the dataset
included high performing employees only, which helped explain why performance rating was a
non-significant determinant of attrition. Second, the granularity of the Likert scales was low,
which has been shown to impact on the reliability of scale measurements (Coelho and Esteves,
2006; Arce-Ferrer, 2006). Also, the scale measurements were derived from single item
statements, which could not be expected to provide sufficient points of discrimination to measure
complex attitudinal/behavioural constructs (Marr, 2012). Third, the dataset relied upon nonstandard measures for the variables “Department” and “Marital Status” where chose options
lacked completeness. The incompleteness of the accompanying codebook, and subsequent
exclusion of variables from the ML algorithms, constituted both a limitation and delimitation of
scope. While their exclusion was expected to otherwise reduce the final model evaluation metric
scores, this author could not justify the inclusion of ambiguous variables. Specifically, “JobRole”
mixed department-specific and non-department-specific roles while “JobLevel” was undefined
and appeared ordinal, but on closer inspection, was in fact nominal in nature.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
6.1 Key Findings & Discussion
The findings from this study strongly suggested that the choice of ML model for predicting
voluntary employee attrition should be guided by a firm’s HR retention strategy (if one such
exists) and cost-benefit implications. For example, Naïve Bayes would represent an optimal ML
algorithm for those firms that would prioritise minimisation of attrition over the costs associated
with introducing targeted intervention programmes/measures to mitigate attrition. That is, high
sensitivity would come at the expense of more false positives, and the consequential additional
costs of also targeting intervention measures at “remainers” incorrectly classified as potential
“leavers”. Conversely, the choice of Logistic Regression could represent an attractive
proposition for those firms seeking greater control over the cost of intervention
programmes/measures. However, this would come at the expense of more false negatives, and
consequently sub-optimal levels of voluntary employee attrition, in the absence/lack of
investment in targeted intervention programmes/measures.

Identifying the determinants of attrition through Logistic Regression offered up guidance on the
type of intervention programmes/measures that could be introduced to mitigate attrition. First,
intervention measures targeting flexibility/improvements to internal work-related factors, such as
the requirement for overtime work, and business travel, could play a role in minimising
voluntary employee attrition. Second, beyond introducing a flextime policy, HR could also
consider the integration of commuting time, and propensity to attrite based on employment
history, as potential screening criteria for consideration when recruiting new employees. Third,
effective career planning and personal development should be considered a priority area for all
employees, and especially young, single and less experienced employees given that they are
more likely to attrite. Finally, the behavioural dimensions of HC should be prioritised as KPIs
measuring the impact of such intervention programmes/measures on voluntary employee attrition
levels.
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6.2 Personal Learning Objectives
This capstone project fully met my learning objectives in terms of improving my knowledge and
experience of ML techniques using R, and programming in R, as well as increasing my exposure
to, and experience with, R Shiny. The work detailed herein will provide a firm basis for further
self-learning in data mining and data analytics.

6.3 Suggestions for Future Research
This author would recommend other researchers interested in studying employee attrition to
collect primary data, with a new data collection instrument using validated measures, to address
the deficiencies described in Section 5.4. Unsupervised techniques such as principal component
analysis/cluster analysis could then be used to reduce data to manageable components, and group
employees predicted to attrite, to help guide the design of tailored intervention programmes
targeted at those specific groups.
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Appendix A: Description of IBM HR Attrition Dataset
Variable Name
Predicted Variable
Attrition
Identifier
Employee Number
Predictor Variables
Age
Distance from Home
Environment Satisfaction
Job Involvement
Job Satisfaction
Monthly Income
Number of Companies Worked
Performance Rating
Relationship Satisfaction
Training Times Last Year
Work Life Balance
Years Since Last Promotion
Years with Current Manager
Business Travel
Department
Education
Education Field
Gender
Marital Status
Over Time

Data Type

Values

Binomial

0= No Attrition, 1 = Attrition

Numeric

Ranges from 1 to 2068

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Binomial
Categorical
Binomial

Ranges from 18 to 60
Ranges from 1 to 29
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Ranges from 1009 to 19999
Ranges from 0 to 9
Low = 1, Good = 2, Excellent = 3, Outstanding = 4
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Ranges from 0 to 6
Bad = 1, Good = 2, Better = 3, Best = 4
Ranges from 0 to 15
Ranges from 0 to 17
Non-Travel, Travel Rarely, Travel Frequently
Human Resources, Research & Development, Sales
Below College = 1, College = 2, Bachelor = 3, Master = 4, Doctor = 5
Human Resources, Life Sciences, Marketing, Medical, Technical Degree, Other
Female, Male
Single, Married, Divorced
0 = No, 1 = Yes
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Appendix B: IBM HR Attrition Dataset with Dummy Variables
Variable Name
Predicted Variable
Attrition
Identifier
Employee Number
Predictor - Continuous Variables
Age
Distance from Home
Environment Satisfaction
Job Involvement
Job Satisfaction
Monthly Income
Number of Companies Worked
Performance Rating
Relationship Satisfaction
Training Times Last Year
Work Life Balance
Years Since Last Promotion
Years with Current Manager
Predictor - Dummy Variables
BusinessTravel.Travel_Frequently
BusinessTravel.Travel_Rarely
Department.RTD
Department.Sales
Education.College
Education.Bachelor
Education.Master
Education.Doctor
EducationField.Life.Sci
EducationField.Marketing
EducationField.Medical
EducationField.Other
EducationField.Technical
Gender.Male
MaritalStatus.Married
MaritalStatus.Single
OverTime.Yes

Data
Type

Values

Binomial 0= No Attrition, 1 = Attrition
Numeric

Ranges from 1 to 2068

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

Ranges from 18 to 60
Ranges from 1 to 29
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Ranges from 1009 to 19999
Ranges from 0 to 9
Low = 1, Good = 2, Excellent = 3, Outstanding = 4
Low = 1, Medium = 2, High = 3, Very High = 4
Ranges from 0 to 6
Bad = 1, Good = 2, Better = 3, Best = 4
Ranges from 0 to 15
Ranges from 0 to 17

Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial
Binomial

0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
0 = No, 1 = Yes
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Appendix C: R Code for Global.R File
########## Required Packages/Libraries##########
#The following libraries are required to execute the Shiny APP
library(shiny)
library(shinydashboard)
# The following library is required to use "revalue" function
library(plyr)
#The following library is required for pre-processing and to execute the SMOTE technique
library(DMwR)
#The following library is used for descriptive analysis
library(ggplot2)
library(gmodels)
#The following libraries are required to execute the Logistic, Bayes and SVM models
library(e1071)
library(MASS)
#The following library is required to execute the decision tree model
library(party)
#The following library is required to execute the LDA and KNN models
library(caret)
#The following libraries are required to execute performance metrics
library(measures)
library(yardstick)
#The following library is required to execute the ROC Curves
library(ROCR)
#The following library is required to filter dataset with predicted values
library(tidyverse)
########## Import Data & Create Dataframe ##########
## Import Data as Dataframe ##
# The following line of code reads in the data from the csv file
rawdatafile = read.csv(file.choose(), header=TRUE)
# The following line of code creates a dataframe from the csv file
rawdataframe = data.frame(rawdatafile)
## Initial Check of Data Structure and Values to assess Pre-processing##
summary(rawdataframe)
str(rawdataframe)
########## Data Pre-processing/Preparation for Descriptive Analysis ##########
## Assign New Labels to Dependant/Predicted Categorical Variable ##
rawdataframe$Attrition = revalue(rawdataframe$Attrition, c("No" = "No Attrite","Yes" = "Attrite"))
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## Assign Labels to Selected Independant/Predictor Categorical Variables ##
#The following lines of code convert Education from integer to factor variable types and assigns Labels
rawdataframe$Education =as.factor(rawdataframe$Education)
rawdataframe$Education = factor(rawdataframe$Education, levels = c(1,2,3,4,5), labels = c("Below
College", "College", "Bachelor", "Master", "Doctor"))
#The following lines of code assign abbreviated labels to Department and Education Field
rawdataframe$Department = revalue(rawdataframe$Department, c("Human Resources" = "HR",
"Research & Development" = "RTD", "Sales" = "Sales"))
rawdataframe$EducationField = revalue(rawdataframe$EducationField, c("Human Resources" = "HR",
"Life Sciences" = "Life Sci", "Marketing" = "Marketing", "Medical" = "Medical", "Technical Degree" =
"Technical", "Other" = "Other"))
## Change Structure of Independant/Predictor Continuous Variables ##
#The following lines of code convert integers to numeric variable types
rawdataframe$Age =as.numeric(rawdataframe$Age)
rawdataframe$DistanceFromHome =as.numeric(rawdataframe$DistanceFromHome)
rawdataframe$EmployeeNumber =as.numeric(rawdataframe$EmployeeNumber)
rawdataframe$EnvironmentSatisfaction =as.numeric(rawdataframe$EnvironmentSatisfaction)
rawdataframe$JobInvolvement =as.numeric(rawdataframe$JobInvolvement)
rawdataframe$JobSatisfaction =as.numeric(rawdataframe$JobSatisfaction)
rawdataframe$MonthlyIncome =as.numeric(rawdataframe$MonthlyIncome)
rawdataframe$NumCompaniesWorked =as.numeric(rawdataframe$NumCompaniesWorked)
rawdataframe$PercentSalaryHike =as.numeric(rawdataframe$PercentSalaryHike)
rawdataframe$PerformanceRating =as.numeric(rawdataframe$PerformanceRating)
rawdataframe$RelationshipSatisfaction=as.numeric(rawdataframe$RelationshipSatisfaction)
rawdataframe$TotalWorkingYears=as.numeric(rawdataframe$TotalWorkingYears)
rawdataframe$TrainingTimesLastYear=as.numeric(rawdataframe$TrainingTimesLastYear)
rawdataframe$WorkLifeBalance =as.numeric(rawdataframe$WorkLifeBalance)
rawdataframe$YearsAtCompany=as.numeric(rawdataframe$YearsAtCompany)
rawdataframe$YearsInCurrentRole=as.numeric(rawdataframe$YearsInCurrentRole)
rawdataframe$YearsSinceLastPromotion=as.numeric(rawdataframe$YearsSinceLastPromotion)
rawdataframe$YearsWithCurrManager=as.numeric(rawdataframe$YearsWithCurrManager)
## Check for Highly Correlated Continuous Variables ##
data_convar = rawdataframe[,c(1, 6, 11, 14, 17, 19, 21, 24:26, 29:35)]
cor_matrix = round(cor(data_convar),2)
highly_corr = findCorrelation(cor_matrix, cutoff = 0.7)
names(data_convar)[highly_corr]
## Variable Selection ##
#The following line of code retains the selected variables for modeling attrition
#Highly correlated variables and variables exhibiting no variance are removed
HR_data = rawdataframe[,c(1:3, 5:8, 10:12, 14, 17:19, 21, 23, 25:26, 30:31, 34:35)]
## Check for Missing Values ##
#The following line of code checks for variables with missing values
colSums(is.na(HR_data))
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## Check Data Structure for HR_data dataframe ##
str(HR_data)
########## Additional Data Pre-processing for ML Modelling & Prediction ##########
## Create a seperate dataframe for modelling ##
HR_trandata = HR_data
## Explicitly re-assign Values to Dependant/Predicted Categorical Variable ##
#The following lines of code re-sets Attrition as an explicit binary dependant variable
HR_trandata$Attrition = revalue(HR_trandata$Attrition, c("No Attrite" = 0))
HR_trandata$Attrition = revalue(HR_trandata$Attrition, c("Attrite" = 1))
## Create Dummy Variables for Independant/Predictor Categorical Variable ##
Dummies_cat = dummyVars( ~ BusinessTravel + Department + Education + EducationField + Gender +
MaritalStatus + OverTime, data = HR_trandata, levelsOnly = FALSE, fullRank = TRUE)
Trandata_dummies = data.frame(predict(Dummies_cat, newdata = HR_trandata))
HR_trandata = cbind(HR_trandata, Trandata_dummies)
#The following lines of code then removes origonal categorical variables (i.e. replaced by dummies)
HR_trandata
=
subset(HR_trandata,
select
=
c(BusinessTravel,Department,Education,EducationField,Gender,MaritalStatus,OverTime))
str(HR_trandata)
## Check for Outliers on Continuous Variables ##
qplot(Age,data=HR_trandata,geom="boxplot")
qplot(MonthlyIncome,data=HR_trandata,geom="boxplot")
qplot(NumCompaniesWorked,data=HR_trandata,geom="boxplot")
qplot(TrainingTimesLastYear,data=HR_trandata,geom="boxplot")
qplot(YearsSinceLastPromotion,data=HR_trandata,geom="boxplot")
qplot(YearsWithCurrManager,data=HR_trandata,geom="boxplot")
## Cap Outliers on Selected Continuous Variables##
#Monthly income
summary(HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome)
upper_income = 8379+1.5*IQR(HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome)
HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome[HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome > upper_income] = upper_income
summary(HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome)
#Number of Companies Worked
summary(HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked)
upper_comp = 4+1.5*IQR(HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked)
HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked[HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked
>
upper_comp]
=
upper_comp
summary(HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked)
#Training Times last Year
summary(HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear)
upper_train = 3+1.5*IQR(HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear)
lower_train = 2-1.5*IQR(HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear)
HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear[HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear > upper_train] = upper_train
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HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear[HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear < lower_train] = lower_train
summary(HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear)
#Years since Last promotion
summary(HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion)
upper_prom = 3+1.5*IQR(HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion)
HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion[HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion > upper_prom] =
upper_prom
summary(HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion)
#Years with Current Manager
summary(HR_trandata$YearsWithCurrManager)
upper_mgr = 7+1.5*IQR(HR_trandata$YearsWithCurrManager)
HR_trandata$YearsWithCurrManager[HR_trandata$YearsWithCurrManager > upper_mgr] = upper_mgr
## Transform Continuous Variables for Modelling & Prediction ##
#The following lines of code standardise and centre continuous variables
HR_trandata$Age =scale(HR_trandata$Age, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$DistanceFromHome =scale(HR_trandata$DistanceFromHome, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$EnvironmentSatisfaction =scale(HR_trandata$EnvironmentSatisfaction, center = TRUE,
scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$JobInvolvement =scale(HR_trandata$JobInvolvement, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$JobSatisfaction =scale(HR_trandata$JobSatisfaction, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome =scale(HR_trandata$MonthlyIncome, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked =scale(HR_trandata$NumCompaniesWorked, center = TRUE,
scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$PerformanceRating =scale(HR_trandata$PerformanceRating, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$RelationshipSatisfaction=scale(HR_trandata$RelationshipSatisfaction, center = TRUE, scale
= TRUE)
HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear=scale(HR_trandata$TrainingTimesLastYear, center = TRUE, scale =
TRUE)
HR_trandata$WorkLifeBalance =scale(HR_trandata$WorkLifeBalance, center = TRUE, scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion=scale(HR_trandata$YearsSinceLastPromotion, center = TRUE,
scale = TRUE)
HR_trandata$YearsWithCurrManager=scale(HR_trandata$YearsWithCurrManager, center = TRUE, scale
= TRUE)
## Check Data Structure for HR_trandata dataframe ##
str(HR_trandata)
########## Selecting the Dataset for Modelling ##########
# The following lines of code specify the dataset used for training and testing models
set.seed(1234)
n=nrow(HR_trandata)
########## Data-Splitting (AutoModel)(Unstandardised/Uncentred) ##########
#The following lines of code split the dataset into 20% test and 80% train
#This (80/20) splitting is done to quickly evaluate different classification models
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autoindexes = sample(n,n*(80/100))
autotrainset = HR_trandata [autoindexes,]
autotestset = HR_trandata [-autoindexes,]
########## Creating a Balanced Dataset (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code applies the smote technique
balanced_autodata = SMOTE(Attrition~., data = autotrainset, perc.over=100)
########## Logistic Regression (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code calculates the auto-logistic regression model
auto_logistic=glm(Attrition~.-EmployeeNumber, data = balanced_autodata, family = "binomial")
#The following lines of code predict the auto-test dataset using the trained auto-logistic model
predict_autologistic = predict(auto_logistic, autotestset, type="response")
predicted_autologistic = as.factor(round(predict_autologistic))
#The following lines of code calculate accuracy score for the auto-Logistic model
autologistic_accuracy=round(ACC(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autologistic), 4)
autologistic_accuracy
#The following lines of code calculate sensitivity for the auto-Logistic model
autologistic_sensitivity=round(TPR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autologistic, positive=1), 4)
autologistic_sensitivity
#The following lines of code calculate specificity for the auto-Logistic model
autologistic_specificity=round(TNR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autologistic, negative=0), 4)
autologistic_specificity
#The following lines of code calculate AUC value for the auto-Logistic model
autologistic_auc
=
performance(prediction(as.numeric(predicted_autologistic),
as.numeric(autotestset$Attrition)), measure = "auc")
autologistic_auc = round(autologistic_auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
autologistic_auc
########## Linear Discriminant Analysis (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code calculates the auto-LDA model
auto_lda = train(Attrition~.-EmployeeNumber, method = "lda", data = balanced_autodata)
#The following lines of code predict the auto-test dataset using the trained auto-LDA model
predict_autolda = predict(auto_lda, autotestset)
predicted_autolda = as.factor(predict_autolda)
#The following lines of code calculate accuracy score for the auto-LDA model
autolda_accuracy=round(ACC(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autolda), 4)
autolda_accuracy
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#The following lines of code calculate sensitivity score for the auto-LDA model
autolda_sensitivity=round(TPR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autolda, positive=1), 4)
autolda_sensitivity
#The following lines of code calculate specificity score for the auto-LDA model
autolda_specificity=round(TNR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autolda, negative=0), 4)
autolda_specificity
#The following lines of code calculate AUC value for the auto-LDA model
autolda_auc
=
performance(prediction(as.numeric(predicted_autolda),
as.numeric(autotestset$Attrition)), measure = "auc")
autolda_auc = round(autolda_auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
autolda_auc
########## Naive Bayes (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code calculates the auto-Naïve Bayes model
auto_bayes= naiveBayes(Attrition~.-EmployeeNumber, data = balanced_autodata)
#The following lines of code predict the auto-test dataset using the trained auto-Naïve Bayes model
predict_autobayes = predict(auto_bayes, autotestset)
predicted_autobayes = as.factor(predict_autobayes)
#The following lines of code calculate accuracy score for the auto-Naïve Bayes model
autobayes_accuracy=round(ACC(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autobayes), 4)
autobayes_accuracy
#The following lines of code calculate sensitivity for the auto-Naïve Bayes model
autobayes_sensitivity=round(TPR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autobayes, positive=1), 4)
autobayes_sensitivity
#The following lines of code calculate specificity for the auto-Naïve Bayes model
autobayes_specificity=round(TNR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autobayes, negative=0), 4)
autobayes_specificity
#The following lines of code calculate AUC value for the auto-Naïve Bayes model
autobayes_auc
=
performance(prediction(as.numeric(predicted_autobayes),
as.numeric(autotestset$Attrition)), measure = "auc")
autobayes_auc = round(autobayes_auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
autobayes_auc
########## Support Vector Machine (SVM) (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code calculates the auto-SVM model
auto_svm= svm(Attrition~.-EmployeeNumber, data = balanced_autodata, type='C-classification',
kernel='poly')
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#The following lines of code predict the auto-test dataset using the trained auto-SVM model
predict_autosvm = predict(auto_svm, autotestset)
predicted_autosvm = as.factor(predict_autosvm)
#The following lines of code calculate accuracy score for the auto-SVM model
autosvm_accuracy=round(ACC(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autosvm), 4)
autosvm_accuracy
#The following lines of code calculate sensitivity for the auto-SVM model
autosvm_sensitivity=round(TPR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autosvm, positive=1), 4)
autosvm_sensitivity
#The following lines of code calculate specificity for the auto-SVM model
autosvm_specificity=round(TNR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autosvm, negative=0), 4)
autosvm_specificity
#The following lines of code calculate AUC value for the auto-SVM model
autosvm_auc
=
performance(prediction(as.numeric(predicted_autosvm),
as.numeric(autotestset$Attrition)), measure = "auc")
autosvm_auc = round(autosvm_auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
autosvm_auc
########## K-Nearest Neighbour (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code calculates the auto-KNN model
auto_knn = train(Attrition~.-EmployeeNumber, method = "knn", data = balanced_autodata)
#The following lines of code predict the auto-test dataset using the trained auto-KNN model
predict_autoknn = predict(auto_knn, autotestset)
predicted_autoknn = as.factor(predict_autoknn)
#The following lines of code calculate accuracy score for the auto-KNN model
autoknn_accuracy=round(ACC(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autoknn), 4)
autoknn_accuracy
#The following lines of code calculate sensitivity score for the auto-KNN model
autoknn_sensitivity=round(TPR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autoknn, positive=1), 4)
autoknn_sensitivity
#The following lines of code calculate specificity score for the auto-KNN model
autoknn_specificity=round(TNR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autoknn, negative=0), 4)
autoknn_specificity
#The following lines of code calculate AUC value for the auto-KNN model
autoknn_auc
=
performance(prediction(as.numeric(predicted_autoknn),
as.numeric(autotestset$Attrition)), measure = "auc")
autoknn_auc = round(autoknn_auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
autoknn_auc
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########## Decision Tree (AutoModel) ##########
#The following line of code calculates the auto-Decision Tree model
auto_dtree= ctree(Attrition~.-EmployeeNumber, data = balanced_autodata)
#The following lines of code predict the auto-test dataset using the trained auto-Decision Tree model
predict_autodtree = predict(auto_dtree, autotestset)
predicted_autodtree = as.factor(predict_autodtree)
#The following lines of code calculate accuracy score for the auto-Decision Tree model
autodtree_accuracy=round(ACC(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autodtree), 4)
autodtree_accuracy
#The following lines of code calculate sensitivity for the auto-Decision Tree model
autodtree_sensitivity=round(TPR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autodtree, positive=1), 4)
autodtree_sensitivity
#The following lines of code calculate specificity for the auto-Decision Tree model
autodtree_specificity=round(TNR(autotestset$Attrition, predicted_autodtree, negative=0), 4)
autodtree_specificity
#The following lines of code calculate AUC value for the auto-Decision Tree model
autodtree_auc
=
performance(prediction(as.numeric(predicted_autodtree),
as.numeric(autotestset$Attrition)), measure = "auc")
autodtree_auc = round(autodtree_auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
autodtree_auc
########## ROC Plots (AutoModel)##########
#The following lines of code generate the ROC curves
# List of predictions
prediction_list = list(predict_autologistic, predict_autolda, predict_autobayes, predict_autosvm,
predict_autoknn, predict_autodtree)
m = length(prediction_list)
actual_list = rep(list(autotestset$Attrition), m)
# Plot the ROC curves
HR_pred = prediction(prediction_list, actual_list)
HR_ROC = performance(HR_pred, measure = "tpr", x.measure = "fpr")
#The following lines can also be found in server side of app
#HRPlot = plot(HR_ROC, col = as.list(1: m), main = "Testset ROC Curves")
#(HR_ROC, x = "bottomright", legend = c("Logistic", "LDA", "Naïve Bayes", "SVM", "KNN", "Decision
Tree"), fill = 1: m)
#abline(a = 0, b = 1, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
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Appendix D: R Code for App.R File
ui=dashboardPage(skin = "green",
dashboardHeader(title = "Predicting Employee Attrition", titleWidth = 290),
dashboardSidebar(width=290,
sidebarMenu(id = "tabs",
menuItem("1. Descriptive Analysis", tabName = "descriptives"),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.tabs == 'descriptives'",
selectInput(inputId = "choice_vartype", label ="Choose a Variable Type", choices = list("Continuous",
"Categorical"), selected = "Continuous", multiple = FALSE),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_vartype == 'Continuous'",
selectInput(inputId = "choice_continuous", label ="Choose a Continuous Variable", choices = list("Age"
= "Age", "Distance From Home" = "DistanceFromHome", "Environment Satisfaction" =
"EnvironmentSatisfaction", "Job Involvement" = "JobInvolvement", "Job Satisfaction" = "JobSatisfaction",
"Monthly Income" = "MonthlyIncome", "Number of Companies Worked" = "NumCompaniesWorked",
"Performance Rating" = "PerformanceRating", "Relationship Satisfaction" = "RelationshipSatisfaction",
"Training Times Last Year" = "TrainingTimesLastYear", "Work Life Balance" = "WorkLifeBalance", "Years
Since Last Promotion" = "YearsSinceLastPromotion","Years With Current Manager" =
"YearsWithCurrManager"), selected = "Age", multiple = FALSE),
selectInput(inputId = "choice_statistic", label = "Choose a Descriptive Statistics Class", choices =
list("Location & Shape", "Dispersion"), selected = "Location & Shape", multiple = FALSE)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_vartype == 'Categorical'",
selectInput(inputId = "choice_categorical", label ="Choose a Categorical Variable", choices =
list("Attrition" = "Attrition", "Business Travel" = "BusinessTravel", "Department" = "Department",
"Education" = "Education", "Education Field" = "EducationField", "Gender" = "Gender", "Marital Status"
= "MaritalStatus", "Over Time" = "OverTime"), selected = "Attrition", multiple = FALSE),
selectInput(inputId = "choice_visual", label = "Choose a Visualisation", choices =
list("Chart","Contingency Table"), selected = "Chart", multiple = FALSE)
)),
menuItem("2. Auto-Model Comparisons", tabName = "automodel"),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.tabs == 'automodel'",
selectInput(inputId = "metric_performance", label ="Choose a Metric", choices = list("Accuracy",
"Sensitivity", "Specificity", "AUC", "ROC Curves"),selected = "Accuracy", multiple = FALSE)),
menuItem("3. Classification Modelling", tabName = "classification"),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.tabs == 'classification'",
selectInput(inputId = "choice_model", label ="Choose a Model", choices = list("Logistic Regression",
"LDA", "Naive Bayes", "KNN", "Support Vector Machine", "Decision Tree"), selected = "Logistic
Regression", multiple = FALSE),
sliderInput(inputId = "choice_validate", label ="Choose Training Set Size", min = 50, max = 90, value =
80, step = 5),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'Support Vector Machine'",
selectInput(inputId = "choice_type", label ="Choose a Machine Type", choices = list("C-classification",
"nu-classification"), selected = "C-classification", multiple = FALSE),
selectInput(inputId = "choice_kernel", label ="Choose a Kernel Type", choices = list("linear",
"polynomial", "radial", "sigmoid"), selected = "polynomial", multiple = FALSE)),
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conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'Decision Tree'",
sliderInput(inputId = "choice_threshold", label ="Choose Test Statistic Threshold", min = 0.90, max =
0.99, value = 0.95, step = 0.01),
sliderInput(inputId = "choice_depth", label ="Choose Max Tree Depth", min = 1, max = 30, value = 6,
step = 1),
sliderInput(inputId = "choice_split", label ="Choose Min Threshold for Splitting", min = 10, max = 200,
value = 20, step = 1))),
menuItem("4. Classification Model Performance", tabName = "performance"),
menuItem("5. Class Prediction", tabName = "prediction"),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.tabs == 'prediction'",
selectInput(inputId = "prediction_choice", label ="Identify Attriters by Department", choices = list("All
Departments", "HR Department","R&D Department","Sales Department"),selected = "All Departments",
multiple = FALSE))
)),
dashboardBody(
tabItems(
tabItem(tabName = "descriptives",
fluidRow(
box(background = "black", textOutput(("DAName")))),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_vartype == 'Continuous'",
fluidRow(
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_statistic == 'Location & Shape'",
valueBoxOutput(("noatmean"), width = 4),
valueBoxOutput(("atmean"), width = 4),
valueBoxOutput(("mannwhit"), width = 4))),
fluidRow(
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_statistic == 'Location & Shape'",
column(width = 7,
box(title = "Histogram", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
plotOutput("Histogram"), width = NULL, height = 460),
box(title = "Normal Q-Q Plot", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "lime", status = "success",
plotOutput("QQPlot"), width = NULL, height = 460),
),
column(width = 5,
tabBox(
title = "Central Tendency",
id = "tabs1", height = 250, width = NULL,
tabPanel("Median", h2(textOutput("mediantab")),width = NULL),
tabPanel("Mean", h2(textOutput("meantab")),width = NULL)
),
tabBox(
title = "Freq. Distribution",
id = "tabs2", height = 250, width = NULL,
tabPanel("1st Quartile", h2(textOutput("FQtab")),width = NULL),
tabPanel("3rd Quartile", h2(textOutput("TQtab")),width = NULL)
),
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tabBox(
title = "Shape Parameters",
id = "tabs3", height = 250, width = NULL,
tabPanel("Skewness", h2(textOutput("SKtab")),width = NULL),
tabPanel("Kurtosis", h2(textOutput("KUtab")),width = NULL)
)
),
)
),
fluidRow(
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_statistic == 'Dispersion'",
column(width = 7,
box(title = "Main BoxPlot", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
plotOutput("Outlier"), width = NULL, height = 460),
box(title = "Grouped BoxPlots", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "teal", status = "primary",
plotOutput("GroupOutlier"), width = NULL, height = 460)),
column(width = 5,
tabBox(
title = "Sample Thresholds",
id = "tabs4", height = 250, width = NULL,
tabPanel("Min", h2(textOutput("mintab")),width = NULL),
tabPanel("Max", h2(textOutput("maxtab")),width = NULL)
),
tabBox(
title = "Sample Spread",
id = "tabs5", height = 250, width = NULL,
tabPanel("Range", h2(textOutput("rantab")),width = NULL),
tabPanel("IQR", h2(textOutput("iqrtab")),width = NULL)
),
tabBox(
title = "Variability",
id = "tabs6", height = 250, width = NULL,
tabPanel("Variance", h2(textOutput("vartab")),width = NULL),
tabPanel("Std. Dev.", h2(textOutput("sdtab")),width = NULL)
)
)))
),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_vartype == 'Categorical'",
fluidRow(
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_visual == 'Chart'",
box(title = "Bar Chart", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "teal", status = "primary",
plotOutput("BarPlot"), width = 10)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_visual == 'Contingency Table'",
box(title = "Contingency Table (SPSS Format)", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status =
"primary", verbatimTextOutput("CrossTab"), width = 10))
)
)
),
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tabItem(
tabName = "automodel",
fluidRow(
box(background = "black", textOutput(("AutoName")))),
fluidRow(
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.metric_performance == 'Accuracy'",
valueBox(value=autologistic_accuracy, "Logistic Model Accuracy", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autolda_accuracy, "LDA Model Accuracy", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autobayes_accuracy, "NBayes Model Accuracy", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autosvm_accuracy, "Support Vector Model Accuracy", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autoknn_accuracy, "KNN Model Accuracy", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autodtree_accuracy, "DTree Model Accuracy", width = 4, color = "blue")),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.metric_performance == 'Sensitivity'",
valueBox(value=autologistic_sensitivity, "Logistic Model Sensitivity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autolda_sensitivity, "LDA Model Sensitivity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autobayes_sensitivity, "NBayes Model Sensitivity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autosvm_sensitivity, "Support Vector Model Sensitivity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autoknn_sensitivity, "KNN Model Sensitivity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autodtree_sensitivity, "DTree Model Sensitivity", width = 4, color = "blue")),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.metric_performance == 'Specificity'",
valueBox(value=autologistic_specificity, "Logistic Model Specificity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autolda_specificity, "LDA Model Specificity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autobayes_specificity, "NBayes Model Specificity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autosvm_specificity, "Support Vector Model Specificity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autoknn_specificity, "KNN Model Specificity", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autodtree_specificity, "DTree Model Specificity", width = 4, color = "blue")),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.metric_performance == 'AUC'",
valueBox(value=autologistic_auc, "Logistic AUC Value", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autolda_auc, "LDA AUC Value", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autobayes_auc, "NBayes AUC Value", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autosvm_auc, "Support Vector AUC Value", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autoknn_auc, "KNN AUC Value", width = 4, color = "blue"),
valueBox(value=autodtree_auc, "DTree AUC Value", width = 4, color = "blue")),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.metric_performance == 'ROC Curves'",
box(plotOutput("HRPlot"), width = 10))
)),
tabItem(
tabName = "classification",
fluidRow(
box(background = "black", textOutput(("ModName")))),
fluidRow(
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'Logistic Regression'",
box(title = "Summary Output", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
verbatimTextOutput("ModSummaryLR"), width = 8),
box(title = "Feature Selection Parameters", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "olive", status =
"primary", checkboxGroupInput(inputId = "choice_indvar", label ="Choose Independant Variables",
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choices = list("Age" = "Age", "Distance From Home" = "DistanceFromHome", "Environment Satisfaction"
= "EnvironmentSatisfaction", "Job Involvement" = "JobInvolvement", "Job Satisfaction" =
"JobSatisfaction", "Monthly Income" = "MonthlyIncome", "Number of Companies Worked" =
"NumCompaniesWorked", "Performance Rating" = "PerformanceRating", "Relationship Satisfaction" =
"RelationshipSatisfaction", "Training Times Last Year" = "TrainingTimesLastYear", "Work Life Balance" =
"WorkLifeBalance", "Years Since Last Promotion" = "YearsSinceLastPromotion", "Years With Current
Manager"
=
"YearsWithCurrManager",
"BusinessTravel.Travel_Frequently"
=
"BusinessTravel.Travel_Frequently", "BusinessTravel.Travel_Rarely" = "BusinessTravel.Travel_Rarely",
"Department.RTD"
=
"Department.RTD",
"Department.Sales"
=
"
Department.Sales",
"Education.College" = "Education.College", "Education.Bachelor" =
"Education.Bachelor",
"Education.Master"
=
"Education.Master",
"Education.Doctor"
=
"Education.Doctor",
"EducationField.Life.Sci"
=
"EducationField.Life.Sci",
"EducationField.Marketing"
=
"EducationField.Marketing",
"EducationField.Medical"
=
"EducationField.Medical",
"EducationField.Other"
=
"EducationField.Other",
"EducationField.Technical"
=
"EducationField.Technical",
"Gender.Male"
=
"Gender.Male",
"MaritalStatus.Married"
=
"MaritalStatus.Married", "MaritalStatus.Single" = "MaritalStatus.Single", "OverTime.Yes" =
"OverTime.Yes"), selected = list("Age" = "Age", "Distance From Home" = "DistanceFromHome",
"Environment Satisfaction" = "EnvironmentSatisfaction", "Job Involvement" = "JobInvolvement", "Job
Satisfaction" = "JobSatisfaction", "Monthly Income" = "MonthlyIncome", "Number of Companies
Worked" = "NumCompaniesWorked", "Percent Salary Hike" = "PercentSalaryHike", "Performance
Rating" = "PerformanceRating", "Relationship Satisfaction" = "RelationshipSatisfaction", "Total Working
Years" = "TotalWorkingYears", "Training Times Last Year" = "TrainingTimesLastYear", "Work Life
Balance" = "WorkLifeBalance", "Years At Company" = "YearsAtCompany", "Years In Current Role" =
"YearsInCurrentRole", "Years Since Last Promotion" = "YearsSinceLastPromotion", "Years With Current
Manager"
=
"YearsWithCurrManager",
"BusinessTravel.Travel_Frequently"
=
"BusinessTravel.Travel_Frequently", "BusinessTravel.Travel_Rarely" = "BusinessTravel.Travel_Rarely",
"Department.RTD"
=
"Department.RTD",
"Department.Sales"
=
"
Department.Sales",
"Education.College" = "Education.College", "Education.Bachelor" =
"Education.Bachelor",
"Education.Master"
=
"Education.Master",
"Education.Doctor"
=
"Education.Doctor",
"EducationField.Life.Sci"
=
"EducationField.Life.Sci",
"EducationField.Marketing"
=
"EducationField.Marketing",
"EducationField.Medical"
=
"EducationField.Medical",
"EducationField.Other"
=
"EducationField.Other",
"EducationField.Technical"
=
"EducationField.Technical",
"Gender.Male"
=
"Gender.Male",
"MaritalStatus.Married"
=
"MaritalStatus.Married", "MaritalStatus.Single" = "MaritalStatus.Single", "OverTime.Yes" =
"OverTime.Yes")), width = 4)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'LDA'",
box(title = "Summary Output", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
verbatimTextOutput("ModSummaryLDA"), width = 12)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'Naive Bayes'",
box(title = "Summary Output", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
verbatimTextOutput("ModSummaryNB"), width = 12)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'KNN'",
box(title = "Summary Output", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
verbatimTextOutput("ModSummaryKNN"), width = 12)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'Support Vector Machine'",
box(title = "Summary Output", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
verbatimTextOutput("ModSummarySVM"), width = 12)),
conditionalPanel(condition = "input.choice_model == 'Decision Tree'",
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box(title = "Decision Tree Chart", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua", status = "primary",
plotOutput("DTREE"), width = 12)),
)),
tabItem(
tabName = "performance",
fluidRow(
box(background = "black", textOutput(("ModNamePer")))),
fluidRow(
valueBoxOutput(("ACCValue"), width = 3),
valueBoxOutput(("SensValue"), width = 3),
valueBoxOutput(("SpecValue"), width = 3),
valueBoxOutput(("AUCValue"), width = 3)),
fluidRow(
box(title = "ROC Curve", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "lime", status = "success",
plotOutput("ModROC"), width = 7),
box(title = "Confusion Matrix & Performance Metrics", solidHeader = TRUE, background = "aqua",
status = "primary", verbatimTextOutput("Metrics"), width = 5)
)),
tabItem(
tabName = "prediction",
fluidRow(
box(background = "black", textOutput(("ModNamePred")))),
fluidRow(
box(background = "red", textOutput(("SummaryPred")))),
fluidRow(
box(title = "List of Employees Predicted to Attrite by Employee Number", solidHeader = TRUE,
background = "teal", status = "primary", verbatimTextOutput("PredOutput"), width = 8),
valueBoxOutput(("filtercount"), width = 4))
)
)
))
server=function(input,output){
########## Descriptive Analysis ##########
#The following lines of code generate a texbox for descriptive Analysis tab
output$DAName = renderText({
if(input$choice_vartype == 'Categorical')
paste("Descriptive Analysis for the", input$choice_vartype, "Variable - ", input$choice_categorical)
else
paste("Descriptive Analysis for the", input$choice_vartype, "Variable - ", input$choice_continuous)
})
convar = reactive({HR_data[, input$choice_continuous]})
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catvar = reactive({HR_data[, input$choice_categorical]})
#The following line of code computes the mean score for the no attrite group
NoAttMean = reactive({round(aggregate(convar(), by=list(HR_data$Attrition), FUN=mean)[1,2], 4)})
#The following line of code displays the mean score for the no attrite group
output$noatmean = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(NoAttMean()), "Mean Score - No Attrite Group", color = "blue")
})
#The following line of code computes the mean score for the attrite group
AttMean = reactive({round(aggregate(convar(), by=list(HR_data$Attrition), FUN=mean)[2,2], 4)})
#The following line of code displays the mean score for the attrite group
output$atmean = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(AttMean()), "Mean Score - Attrite Group", color = "blue")
})
#The following line of code computes the Mann Whitney U Test p-value
MWUp = reactive({
MWU = wilcox.test(convar() ~ HR_data$Attrition)
round(MWU$p.value, 8)
})
#The following line of code displays the Mann Whitney U Test p-value
output$mannwhit = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(MWUp()), "Mann Whitney U Test p-value", color = "blue")
})
#The following lines of code generates a histogram
output$Histogram = renderPlot({
hist(convar(),
main=paste("Histogram
of",
input$choice_continuous),
xlab=paste(input$choice_continuous), ylab="Relative Frequency", col="lightblue", freq = FALSE)
lines(density(convar()), type="l", col="darkred", lwd=2)
})
#The following lines of code generates a qqplot
output$QQPlot = renderPlot({
qqnorm(convar(), main = paste("Normal Q-Q Plot for", input$choice_continuous))
qqline(convar())
})
#The following lines of code generates a qqplot
output$Outlier = renderPlot({
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qplot(,convar(),data=HR_data, geom="boxplot", main=paste("Boxplot of", input$choice_continuous),
xlab=NULL, ylab=paste(input$choice_continuous))
})
#The following lines of code generates a qqplot grouped by the predicted variable
output$GroupOutlier = renderPlot({
qplot(HR_data$Attrition,(convar()), data=HR_data,geom="boxplot", main=paste("Boxplot of",
input$choice_continuous,
"Grouped
by
Attrition"),
xlab
=
paste("Attrition"),
ylab=paste(input$choice_continuous), color=Attrition)
})
#The following lines of code compute the contingency table
#It is non-sensical to calculate p-value for Attrition
#Education Field has a level too small to carryout a chi-square
ConTab = reactive({
if(input$choice_categorical == "EducationField"){
CrossTable(catvar(), HR_data$Attrition, expected = FALSE, prop.r=FALSE, prop.c=TRUE, prop.t=FALSE,
prop.chisq=FALSE, chisq = FALSE, fisher=FALSE, mcnemar=FALSE, format="SPSS")
} else if (input$choice_categorical == "Attrition"){
CrossTable(catvar(), HR_data$Attrition, expected = FALSE, prop.r=FALSE, prop.c=TRUE, prop.t=FALSE,
prop.chisq=FALSE, chisq = FALSE, fisher=FALSE, mcnemar=FALSE, format="SPSS")
} else {
CrossTable(catvar(), HR_data$Attrition, expected = FALSE, prop.r=FALSE, prop.c=TRUE, prop.t=FALSE,
prop.chisq=FALSE, chisq = TRUE, fisher=TRUE, mcnemar=FALSE, format="SPSS")
}})
#The following lines of code displays the contingency table
output$CrossTab = renderPrint({
ConTab()
})
#The following lines of code generates a barchart
output$BarPlot = renderPlot({
barplot(table(catvar()),
main
=
paste("Bar
xlab=paste(input$choice_categorical), ylab=NULL)
})

Chart

of",

input$choice_categorical),

#The following line of code computes the median score in the central tendency tabbox
medianscore = reactive({round(median(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the median score in the central tendency tabbox
output$mediantab = renderText({paste("Median =", medianscore())})
#The following line of code computes the overall mean score in the central tendency tabbox
meanscore = reactive({round(mean(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the overall mean score in the central tendency tabbox
output$meantab = renderText({paste("Overall Mean =", meanscore())})
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#The following line of code computes the 1Q score in the freq. distribution tabbox
FirstQscore = reactive({round(quantile(convar(), probs=c(0.25)), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the 1Q score in the freq. distribution tabbox
output$FQtab = renderText({paste("1st Quartile =", FirstQscore())})
#The following line of code computes the 3Q score in the freq. distribution tabbox
ThirdQscore = reactive({round(quantile(convar(), probs=c(0.75)), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the 3Q score in the freq. distribution tabbox
output$TQtab = renderText({paste("3rd Quartile =", ThirdQscore())})
#The following line of code computes the Skewness score in the Shape tabbox
SKscore = reactive({round(skewness(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the Skewness score in the Shape tabbox
output$SKtab = renderText({paste("Skewness =", SKscore())})
#The following line of code computes the Kurtosis score in the Shape tabbox
KUscore = reactive({round(kurtosis(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the Kurtosis score in the Shape tabbox
output$KUtab = renderText({paste("Kurtosis =", KUscore())})
#The following line of code computes the min score in the sample threshold tabbox
minscore = reactive({round(min(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the min score in the sample threshold tabbox
output$mintab = renderText({paste("Min Value =", minscore())})
#The following line of code computes the max score in the sample threshold tabbox
maxscore = reactive({round(max(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the max score in the sample threshold tabbox
output$maxtab = renderText({paste("Max Value =", maxscore())})
#The following line of code computes the range score in the Sample Spread tabbox
rangscore = reactive({round(diff(range(convar())), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the range score in the Sample Spread tabbox
output$rantab = renderText({paste("Range =", rangscore())})
#The following line of code computes the IQR score in the Sample Spread tabbox
iqrscore = reactive({round(IQR(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the IQR score in the Sample Spread tabbox
output$iqrtab = renderText({paste("IQR =", iqrscore())})
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#The following line of code computes the variance in the Variability tabbox
varscore = reactive({round(var(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the variance in the Variability tabbox
output$vartab = renderText({paste("Variance =", varscore())})
#The following line of code computes the standard deviation in the Variability tabbox
sdscore = reactive({round(sd(convar()), 4)})
#The following line of code displays the standard deviation in the Variability tabbox
output$sdtab = renderText({paste("Std. Deviation =", sdscore())})
########## Auto-model Comparisons ##########
#The following lines of code generate a texbox for automodel page
output$AutoName = renderText({
paste("Rapid Assessment of Classification ML Algorithms using", input$metric_performance, "Metric")
})
#The following lines of code generates the multiple ROC Plot
output$HRPlot = renderPlot({
HRPlot = plot(HR_ROC, col = as.list(1: m), main = "Testset ROC Curves")
legend(HR_ROC, x = "bottomright", legend = c("Logistic Regression", "LDA", "Naïve Bayes", "SVM",
"KNN", "Decision Tree"), fill = 1: m)
abline(a = 0, b = 1, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
})
########## Classification Modelling ##########
#The following lines of code generate a texbox for model name
output$ModName = renderText({
paste("Fine-tuning & Summary Output for the", input$choice_model, "Algorithm")
})
indexes = reactive({
set.seed(1234)
sample(n,n*(input$choice_validate/100))
})
trainset = reactive({HR_trandata [indexes(),]})
testset = reactive({HR_trandata [-indexes(),]})
balanced_trainset = reactive({
SMOTE(Attrition~., data = trainset(), perc.over=100)
})
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svm_type = reactive({
if(input$choice_type == "nu-classification"){
paste("nu-classification")
} else {
paste("C-classification")
}
})
svm_kernel = reactive({
if(input$choice_kernel == "linear"){
paste("linear")
} else if(input$choice_kernel == "radial"){
paste("radial")
} else if(input$choice_kernel == "sigmoid"){
paste("sigmoid")
} else {
paste("polynomial")
}
})
trainmodel = reactive({
if(input$choice_model == "Naive Bayes"){
naiveBayes(as.formula(paste("Attrition~ ", paste0(input$choice_indvar, collapse = "+"))), data =
balanced_trainset())
} else if(input$choice_model == "Support Vector Machine"){
svm(as.formula(paste("Attrition~ ", paste0(input$choice_indvar, collapse = "+"))), data =
balanced_trainset(), type= svm_type(), kernel= svm_kernel())
} else if(input$choice_model == "Decision Tree"){
ctree(as.formula(paste("Attrition~ ", paste0(input$choice_indvar, collapse = "+"))), data =
balanced_trainset(), control = ctree_control(mincriterion = input$choice_threshold, maxdepth =
input$choice_depth, minsplit = input$choice_split))
} else if(input$choice_model == "LDA"){
train(as.formula(paste("Attrition~ ", paste0(input$choice_indvar, collapse = "+"))), method = "lda",
data = balanced_trainset())
} else if(input$choice_model == "KNN"){
train(as.formula(paste("Attrition~ ", paste0(input$choice_indvar, collapse = "+"))), method = "knn",
data = balanced_trainset())
} else {
glm(as.formula(paste("Attrition~ ",paste0(input$choice_indvar, collapse = "+"))), data =
balanced_trainset(), family = "binomial")
}
})
#The following lines of code generate the summary output for the model(s)
output$ModSummaryLR = renderPrint({
summary(trainmodel())
})
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output$ModSummaryLDA = renderPrint({
trainmodel()$finalModel
})
output$ModSummaryNB = renderPrint({
trainmodel()
})
output$ModSummaryKNN = renderPrint({
trainmodel()
})
output$ModSummarySVM = renderPrint({
trainmodel()
})
#The following lines of code generate the decision tree plot
output$DTREE = renderPlot({
if(input$choice_model == "Decision Tree"){
plot(trainmodel(), type = "simple")}
})
########## Classification Model Performance ##########
modelprediction = reactive({
if(input$choice_model == "Logistic Regression"){
as.factor(round(predict(trainmodel(), testset(), type="response")))
} else {
as.factor(predict(trainmodel(), testset()))
}
})
ACC_value = reactive({
round(ACC(testset()[, "Attrition"], modelprediction()),4)
})
Sens_value = reactive({
round(TPR(testset()[, "Attrition"], modelprediction(), positive=1),4)
})
Spec_value = reactive({
round(TNR(testset()[, "Attrition"], modelprediction(), negative=0),4)
})
AUC_value = reactive({
auc= performance(prediction(as.numeric(modelprediction()), as.numeric(testset()[, "Attrition"])),
measure = "auc")
auc= round(auc@y.values[[1]], 4)
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})
#The following lines of code generate a texbox for model name
output$ModNamePer = renderText({
paste("Classification Performance Metrics for the", input$choice_model, "Algorithm")
})
#The following lines of code generate the Accuracy box value
output$ACCValue = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(ACC_value()), "Accuracy Value", color = "blue")
})
#The following lines of code generate the Sensitivity box value
output$SensValue = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(Sens_value()), "Sensitivity Value", color = "blue")
})
#The following lines of code generate the Specificity box value
output$SpecValue = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(Spec_value()), "Specifivity Value", color = "blue")
})
#The following lines of code generate the AUC box value
output$AUCValue = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(AUC_value()), "AUC Value", color = "blue")
})
#The following lines of code generate the confusion matrix and metrics
output$Metrics = renderPrint({
confusionMatrix(modelprediction(),testset()[, "Attrition"], positive = "1")
})
#The following lines of code generate the ROC Plot
output$ModROC = renderPlot({
Attrition_Pred=prediction(as.numeric(modelprediction()), as.numeric(testset()[, "Attrition"]))
ROC=performance(Attrition_Pred, measure = "tpr", x.measure = "fpr")
plot(ROC, main=paste("ROC Curve for", input$choice_model),col = "blue", lwd = 3)
abline(a = 0, b = 1, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
})
########## Model Prediction ##########
#The following lines of code generate a texbox for prediction tab
output$ModNamePred = renderText({
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paste("Predicted Attrition Propensity using the ", input$choice_model, "Algorithm")
})
#The following lines of code append predicted values to testset dataframe
Newpredictions = reactive({
if(input$choice_model == "Logistic Regression"){
predictionvalue = as.factor(round(predict(trainmodel(), testset(), type="response")))
predicteddata = cbind(testset(), predictionvalue)
} else {
predictionvalue = as.factor(predict(trainmodel(), testset()))
predicteddata = cbind(testset(), predictionvalue)
}
})
#The following lines of code filter the testset
Filters = reactive({
if(input$prediction_choice == "HR Department"){
FilterAllAttrite = filter(Newpredictions(), predictionvalue == 1, Department.RTD
Department.Sales == 0)
} else if (input$prediction_choice == "R&D Department"){
FilterAllAttrite = filter(Newpredictions(), predictionvalue == 1, Department.RTD == 1)
} else if (input$prediction_choice == "Sales Department"){
FilterAllAttrite = filter(Newpredictions(), predictionvalue == 1, Department.Sales == 1)
} else {
FilterAllAttrite = filter(Newpredictions(), predictionvalue == 1)
}
})
#The following lines of code generate a texbox indicating the affected department
output$SummaryPred = renderText({
paste("The Following Employees are Predicted to Attrite from", input$prediction_choice)
})
#The following lines of code generate the filter count box value
output$filtercount = renderValueBox({
valueBox(
paste0(nrow(Filters())), "Number of Employees Predicted to Attrite", color = "blue")
})
#The following lines of code prints a list of employees predicted to attrite
output$PredOutput = renderPrint({
for (i in Filters()$EmployeeNumber){print(paste("Employee Number:", i))}
})
}
shinyApp(ui=ui, server=server)
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Appendix E: Supplementary Tables - Fine Tuning the SVM & Decision Tree Models

Supplementary Table 1: Fine Tuning the Decision Tree Algorithm

Hyperparameters

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
AUC

Training = 80%
Minimum Threshold for Splitting = 20
Test Statistic Threshold = 95%
Test Statistic Threshold = 99%
Maximum Tree Depth = 6
Maximum Tree Depth = 3
Maximum Tree Depth = 6
Maximum Tree Depth = 3
0.6905
0.6531
0.7857
0.6531
0.52
0.72
0.48
0.72
0.7254
0.6393
0.8484
0.6393
0.6227
0.6797
0.6642
0.6797

Supplementary Table 2: Fine Tuning the Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm (Training = 80%)

Hyperparameters

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
AUC

Linear
0.7517
0.7
0.7623
0.7311

Training Dataset = 80% & Test Dataset = 20%
Machine Type
C-Classification
nu-Classification
Kernel Type
Polynomial
Radial
Sigmoid
Linear
Polynomial
Radial
0.7245
0.7585
0.7279
0.7517
0.7279
0.7347
0.48
0.6
0.72
0.7
0.46
0.52
0.7746
0.791
0.7295
0.7623
0.7828
0.7787
0.6273
0.6955
0.7248
0.7311
0.6214
0.6493
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Sigmoid
0.7415
0.76
0.7377
0.7489

Supplementary Table 3: Fine Tuning the Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm (Training = 85%)

Hyperparameters

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
AUC

Linear
0.733
0.6842
0.7432
0.7137

Training Dataset = 85% & Test Dataset = 15%
Machine Type
C-Classification
nu-Classification
Kernel Type
Polynomial
Radial
Sigmoid
Linear
Polynomial
Radial
0.733
0.7466
0.7557
0.7376
0.7376
0.7421
0.5526
0.5789
0.6842
0.6579
0.5263
0.5789
0.7705
0.7814
0.7705
0.7541
0.7814
0.776
0.6616
0.6802
0.7274
0.706
0.6539
0.6775
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Sigmoid
0.7466
0.7368
0.7486
0.7427

